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" vizier " and includes Tiim in the list of the viziers of the
Fatirnid rulers "who attained to fame.1 This statement,
however, is not borne out by the facts. Abu Sa'd, it is true,
influenced the affairs of state to a far greater extent than, say,
the vizier al-Fallahi, "who was in office at that time.1
Nevertheless, it is certain that Abu Sa'd was never
appointed to the office of vizier in the sense meant by Ibn
at-Tnwair. He was not nominated for this rank like the others
whom Tbn at-Tuwair mentions together with him. The
sources unequivocally distinguish Abu Sa'd from the official
vizier.2 and significantly enough he is not mentioned in the
very full lists of viziers of the Fatimid house given by Ibn
Muyassar,3 Maqrizi,4 or as-Suyuti.5
(b) But according to Maqrizi, Abu Saed was appointed to
a different office, that of <Ip~-*.6 The nature of this office
has not yet "been clearly elucidated. It appears to have
been a purely Fatimid institution probably dating from the
time of the Caliph al-Haldm.7 The term is not infrequently
used by the Egyptian historians.8 From. Ibn as-Sairafi. it
would appear that the incumbent of the office of wisata was
charged with duties connected with army administration.9
Qalqashandi10    informs     us,     concerning    the    line    of
*	Subfy *L-A'aha, iii, p. 4S9.
a Ibn as-Sairafi, 75, 4 ; J/ogrici, i, 424. The sources show that Abu Sa'd
was always conflicting with the official vizier, over whom he exercised
control.
3 Loc. cit., p. 31, 23.	* Ix>c. cit., ii, 92, 117.
 *	Hutn   al-3fuba$?zra,   ii,    147   ff.       Cf.    Zambaor,   Manuel,   p.   96;
Wuestenfeld, Geschicfae der Fatimidenchalifen, p. 252.
 *	J/agr., i, 497, 11.
7 Ibn 'Ammar seems to have been the first bearer of this title at the time
of al-Hakim.
» Cf. Ibn a3-Sairajl, 7S, 12 ; 79, 2, 7, 9, 13 ; SO, 7, 10 ; etc. Cf. also
Ibn al-Athtr, is, S3.
*	de Sacy, Ch.Tf.3t. Arabs, ii, 91, has collected valuable material for the
history of this conception.      Cf. also Pagnan, Additions aux dictionnaires
arabes, Algiers, 1923, 1S6 ;   cf. Freytag, Lexicon, iv, 464.
** Op. cit., iii, 489. Bjoerkman, Beitraje, p. Ill, explains wastia as " eine
Art Weeier". al-Mawardi gives further details of this title; cf. Const it.
Polit,, pp. 41, 148, 425.

